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A B S T R A C T   

This paper introduces a novel methodology to the transport sector to foster dialogue between 
actors holding different perspectives on issues pertinent to the future of mobility that might be 
termed ‘wicked’. The case of driverless cars is considered. The paper points to a dearth of 
interaction between actors holding different and sometimes polar opposite views on what driv-
erless cars could mean for the future of transport and society. It examines the role of bringing 
diverse perspectives together in a collaborative setting to address this wicked problem. The 
importance of creating task conflict is highlighted in the facilitation of engagement and 
achievement of shared learning. 

The Emulsion Methodology brings together into constructive dialogue (the emulsion) people 
with alternative perspectives on driverless cars (evangelists, opponents and agnostics) that may 
not typically mix (oil and water). The one-day workshop format (the emulsifier) involves co- 
creation, in mixed-perspective groups, of plausible utopias and plausible dystopias for a driver-
less cars future in 2050. The Three Horizons method is then used to identify significant issues at 
play in the transition to such futures. In turn, this enables guiding principles for present day policy 
to be identified. Application of the methodology to driverless cars resulted in new learning, 
changed perspectives and specific insights of relevance to policymaking.   

1. Introduction 

There is currently a strongly apparent need to make sense of, and plan for, the future of transport in the face of substantial un-
certainty, challenges (especially climate change) and opportunities (ITF, 2021). Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, significant 
changes in travel trends were being recognised (Goodwin & Van Dender, 2013; Marsden, Dales, Jones, Seagriff, & Spurling, 2018) in 
the wake of the digital age colliding and merging with the motor age. Accordingly, methods for forecasting (including scenario 
planning) that can help inform how to address uncertainty, challenges and opportunities are becoming more prominent in the 
transport sector (DfT, 2021, Lyons, Rohr, Smith, Rothnie, & Curry, 2021), including the role of participatory foresight (GOS, 2017). 

Future change in transport systems and their use encompasses the possible influence of multiple technological developments, 
including what some believe to be the transformative potential of autonomous vehicles and in particular driverless cars (Transport 
Systems Catapult, 2017). However, social scientists have expressed concern, regarding autonomous vehicles, “that framing issues in 
largely technological terms obscures both our understanding of the social and political complexities that might accompany any 
technological benefits, and the consideration of alternative mobility trajectories” (Cohen & Stilgoe et al., 2020: 2). 
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This paper qualifies as ‘wicked’ the problem of ensuring driverless cars positively influence future transport and society (something 
addressed in Section 2). A wicked problem is one where views, values and interpretations concerning the problem itself are divergent 
(and sometimes strongly held), there is a paucity of evidence concerning the problem, and where the problem affects and is affected by 
other problems. The existence of divergent opinion is readily apparent in the transport sector when it comes to driverless cars - for 
example contrast (Arbib & Seba, 2017) with (Wolmar, 2018) for polar opposite perspectives. A problem need not be wicked to benefit 
from using participatory foresight to address it. However, wicked problems especially warrant a collaborative approach to addressing 
them, where different views can be brought constructively together rather than operating in competition or even isolation from one 
another. In this way, progress can be made, through shared learning, with managing the problem. 

A specific and novel participatory foresight approach called the Emulsion Methodology is introduced in this paper, and is the 
paper’s primary focus. It gets its name from the notion of taking opposing views (oil and water) that do not naturally mix and using a 
participatory design (an emulsifier) to bring them into dialogue together (an emulsion) so that individual perspectives can be shared, 
modified and combined to enrich understanding and inform interpretation of the problem. 

The paper explains the methodology and in turn its application to the wicked problem of driverless cars. From such application it is 
possible to reflect upon the benefits and potential limitations of the methodology. The paper reveals the Emulsion Methodology’s 
effectiveness in creating constructive conflict for participants holding different views and understandings. This leads to an exposure of 
the diversity of thinking, creativity in task engagement, individual learning and collective ability to develop shared and arguably 
improved understanding of the problem that, in turn, informs how to address it. 

The paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces and examines the topic of a driverless cars future and proceeds to 
establish its credentials as a wicked problem that merits a participatory foresight approach to address. Informing the Emulsion 
Methodology, Section 3 sets out background understanding regarding collaborative processes and learning from multiple perspectives. 
The Emulsion Methodology is then introduced and explained in Section 4. Section 5 summarises the results of, and insights from, its 
application to driverless cars. Section 6 reflects upon the merits and limitations of the approach and the case for its wider application. 
This is followed by the Conclusions section. 

2. The wicked problem of a driverless cars future 

In this section, the problem of driverless cars is considered, with a focus on the challenges that present themselves when moving 
from driverless cars as a technological invention to driverless cars as a socio-technical innovation that may permeate society. Ensuring 
driverless cars positively influence future transport and society is then positioned as a wicked problem. In turn, the need for coop-
eration between actors from different perspectives to address such a problem is highlighted, with the suggestion that this may be a 
(somewhat) unmet need in the case of driverless cars. 

2.1. Driverless cars 

Recent years have seen considerable research and innovation addressing transport automation. One of the most contentious issues 
is the global interest in developing driverless cars. These are vehicles capable of self-control such that human control of the vehicle is 
not required – whether for part of a journey (not all road conditions allow for self-control and/or the human chooses to be in control for 
some of the time), for an entire journey in some cases (road conditions door-to-door for the route concerned allow self-control with no 
human intervention), or for entire journeys in all cases (the vehicle once instructed can drive itself anywhere in all conditions). 

In this paper, fully driverless cars are considered – i.e. those that require no human involvement in the driving task for the door-to- 
door journeys they undertake. The paper concerns itself with contemplating and addressing different driverless cars futures as distinct 
from considering whether or not any form of driverless cars future will come to pass. It is taken as given that the future mobility system 
has a significant presence of driverless cars, but with uncertainty over what role they could play and with what consequences. 

Will driverless cars positively influence future transport and society? Difference in perspective, and dichotomous discourse sur-
rounding this question are succinctly captured in the title of the article by Robin Chase (co-founder of Zipcar1): Will a World of Driverless 
Cars Be Heaven or Hell? (Chase, 2014). Thierer and Hagemann (2015) call for ‘permissionless innovation’ with regard to driverless cars, 
suggesting that fear of a worst-case scenario could stand in the way of the best-case, with its associated economic and social benefits, 
never coming about. They suggest “misguided regulation could delay or curtail the adoption of this important technology” (Thierer 
and Hagemann, 2015: 340). Such a perspective stands in stark contrast with one of concern over the implications of driverless cars for 
the shaping not only of our transport system but of our cities and lives. Legacy et al. caution that “the utopian imaginary of reduced 
automobile ownership and a new shared economic future sits in tension with suggestions that car dependency, urban sprawl and 
transport inaccessibility will be exacerbated” (Legacy, Ashmore, Scheurer, Stone, & Curtis, 2019: 84). 

There are unanswered (and in some cases unanswerable questions) concerning the consequences of driverless cars and their 
prospective disruptive effects across multiple aspects of the transport system and beyond (Yigitcanlar, Wilson, & Kamruzzaman, 2019). 
These relate to issues including: safety; pedestrian-car interaction; transport system efficiency; congestion; economic productivity; cost 
and equity of access to mobility; travel and location choices; energy consumption; environmental quality; health and wellbeing; shared 
space; urban form; and sustainability (Alavi, Bahrami, Verma, & Lalanne, 2017; Milakis, van Arem, & van Wee, 2017; Parkhurst & 

1 https://www.zipcar.com/ 
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Lyons, 2018). 
Transitioning to a driverless future involves technological innovation, sociological change and politics (Cugurullo, Acheampong, 

Gueriau, & Dusparic, 2020). Mladenović, Stead, Milakis, Pangbourne, and Givoni (2020) highlight threats from technological 
determinism and emphasise that “technological development is irreducibly a political and value-driven choice rather than an 
instrumental facilitation of what is an inevitable (automated) future” (Mladenović et al., 2020: 255). While the early research focus has 
been on technical aspects, there is a need to recognise the place of driverless cars in a socio-technical system (Milakis, 2019). 
Comparatively little attention to date has been given to their long-term impacts (Yigitcanlar et al., 2019). Yet such a matter is pressing. 
Mladenović et al. (2020) in their examination of (the need for) governance, contrast the early stage ease of technological change in the 
face of uncertainty, with the later prospect of lock-in once driverless technology has matured. 

Given the abundance of literature on autonomous vehicles and driverless cars in particular, it is remarkable how little, if any, 
consideration is given to addressing them explicitly through the lens of being a wicked problem in light of the issues considered above 
(for examples of brief exceptions see Reardon, 2018; and Martelaro & Ju, 2020). 

2.2. Positioning driverless cars as a wicked problem 

In their seminal 1973 paper, Rittel and Webber distinguished between ‘tame’ and ‘wicked’ problems. Broadly speaking, the natural 
sciences can be seen to deal with problems that are ‘definable’ and, while complex, may have ‘findable’ solutions and can be tamed. 
Meanwhile, in the world of social planning and policy there are problems that defy being tamed – they are wicked (“there are no 
“solutions’’ in the sense of definitive and objective answers’’ (Rittel & Webber, 1973: 155)). There has been an exponential growth in 
related literature (Head, 2019). Wicked problems are “marked by value divergence, knowledge gaps and uncertainties, and complex 
relationships to other problems” (Head, 2010: 21; see also Kolko, 2012). Examples of wicked problems include poverty, obesity and 
climate change. 

There are many well-recognised problems in transport planning policy and practice such as: congestion; car dependence; transport 
and social exclusion; the interpretation and valuation of time in transport appraisal; and understanding, and realising the benefits of, 
technology-enabled innovations such as Mobility as a Service and driverless cars. Are they also wicked problems? In the case of 
driverless cars it is reasonable to suggest that this is the case: (i) there is value divergence across different actors concerning the mo-
tivations for, and anticipated consequences of, a driverless cars future; (ii) there are knowledge gaps and uncertainties in terms of 
pathways of development ahead and the nature of any driverless cars future; and (iii) there are complex relationships to other problems 
including further technology-enabled innovations (such as vehicle electrification and new business models of ownership and usership) 
as well as public health, equity and sustainability. 

Rittel and Webber (1973) set out ten distinguishing properties of a wicked problem. Table 1 lists these properties and for each of 

Table 1 
Characterising a driverless cars future as a wicked problem according to distinguishing properties set out by Rittel and Webber (1973).  

Distinguishing properties of a wicked problem Properties of addressing a driverless cars future 

There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem It is not possible to set out what the future of mobility will be into which 
driverless cars will play or how they will play into it and with what 
consequences 

Wicked problems have no stopping rule There is no sense of determining when the driverless cars future has been 
reached or ‘solved’ 

Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false, but good-or-bad Different commentators will judge (prospective) developments of driverless 
cars based upon their perspective, values and anticipation of consequences 

There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem A driverless cars future will unfold over time, continuously evolving with new 
consequences and responses such that judging the success or otherwise of steps 
taken to shape that future will remain elusive 

Every solution to a wicked problem is a "one-shot operation"; because there is no 
opportunity to learn by trial-and-error, every attempt counts significantly 

Beyond the experimental environment, pursuit of a driverless cars future 
generates irreversible acts in terms of investment, and changes to design, 
regulation, consumption and operation concerning the mobility system 

Wicked problems do not have an enumerable (or an exhaustively describable) set 
of potential solutions, nor is there a well-described set of permissible 
operations that may be incorporated into the plan 

Steps that could and should be taken in shaping a driverless cars future are a 
product of the actors involved and their abilities to be creative, persuasive and 
to appraise, with no sense of an exhaustive list of options 

Every wicked problem is essentially unique While there may be similarities with other problems (such as transitioning from 
horse-drawn transport to motorised transport) when considering transitioning 
from manually to automatically driven cars, any transferability of lessons is 
limited by some of the distinct characteristics of driverless cars 

Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem The pursuit of a driverless cars future is motivated by multiple factors including 
pursuit of profit by the digital technology sector, the fortunes of the car 
industry in a changing society, and governments’ pursuit of economic 
prosperity 

The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained 
in numerous ways. The choice of explanation determines the nature of the 
problem’s resolution 

Anticipated difficulties arising from the pursuit or unfolding of a driverless cars 
future may be explained in different ways giving rise to different potential 
means of seeking to avert such difficulties 

The planner has no right to be wrong It is not acceptable to pursue developments with driverless cars that prove to be 
ill-judged in terms of their effects on society and people’s lives, and those 
responsible for such actions are likely to be held accountable  
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them indicates how they can be seen to relate to a driverless cars future. This serves to reinforce Section 2.1’s illumination of the huge 
planning, policy and practice challenge faced with driverless cars. 

2.3. Cooperation between actors from different perspectives in addressing a wicked problem 

Roberts (2000) points to the importance of collaborative approaches when addressing wicked problems rather than authoritative or 
competitive approaches. Collaborative approaches involve bringing together actors holding different perspectives. There is a need for 
dialogue and shared learning. It is not enough to consult an array of experts who are protagonists for realising a driverless cars future in 
order to address the problem of ensuring driverless cars positively influence future transport and society. The field of dialogue research 
reveals important considerations and dynamics relating to parties holding different views and with different allegiances and vested 
interests coming together. Ganesh and Zoller consider “three primary orientations towards dialogue” (Ganesh & Zoller, 2012: 67). 
Dialogue as collaboration concerns fostering connection between individuals and helping yield new shared meaning though an 
openness and receptiveness to others’ views. Dialogue as co-optation meanwhile concerns the effects of power relations being at play in 
pursuit of ends to be achieved through (manipulated) dialogue. Dialogue as agonistic concerns engagement where “adversaries share a 
common symbolic space and they recognize, to some degree, the legitimacy of the claims of their opponents” while remaining in 
disagreement about interpretation, such that a “conflictual consensus" exists (Mouffe, 2012: 633). Care is needed to assure collabo-
ration (without expectation of consensus) while avoiding co-optation in a multi-perspective participatory setting. 

In the author’s experience, multi-perspective dialogue has not been strongly apparent in the case of driverless cars. Different and 
contrasting constituencies of interest and perspective exist, seldom if ever coming together properly and constructively in terms of 
shared learning. There are those who congregate with shared enthusiasm about a driverless cars future, how to make it happen and the 
benefits to be realised; there are others who congregate with shared scepticism about such a future, questioning why it should happen 
and with what consequences if it does. Engineering and computer science have appeared to dominate the growing body of literature in 
pursuance of a realisation of driverless cars (Cohen & Cavoli, 2019; Milakis, 2019) while the social sciences can offer insights into the 
social implications and potentially negative consequences (Cohen & Stilgoe et al., 2020). The following quotes from some of this 
paper’s study participants relating to driverless cars reinforce the observations above: “it’s [the Emulsion Methodology event] not like 99 
% of conferences which is preaching to the choir”; “too often events and conferences are echo chambers - we go along to listen to the things we are 
already interested in from people who share the same views as us”; “as a technologist taking part in the shaping and development of driverless 
vehicles, I am mostly surrounded by like-minded people, with a generally very positive perspective on autonomous vehicles”; “many discussions 
on driverless cars are already polarised, and opportunities for considered discussions and real ideas to emerge are rare”; and “in many 
workshops or conferences where I have been, the group of people has been very homogeneous in their views and with a mindset similar to mine”. 

If there is an unmet need for cooperation between actors from different perspectives with regard to the wicked problem of driverless 
cars, how can this be addressed? 

3. Guiding the design of a methodology for enabling multi-perspective cooperation 

This section considers issues associated with multi-perspective cooperation and dialogue which in turn inform the design and 
application of the Emulsion Methodology itself. 

3.1. Critical thinking 

Wicked problems demand critical thinking – a curiosity to improve understanding pursued by not only absorbing what we read and 
hear but being able to scrutinise and assess, recognising that “the issues that require your closest scrutiny are usually those about which 
“reasonable people” disagree” (Browne & Keeley, 2007: 8). Critical thinking requires that individuals are able to recognise the emotional 
commitment to their own opinions and yet be prepared to listen carefully to contrary opinions from others, understanding that “[a] successful 
active learner is one who is willing to change his mind” (Browne & Keeley, 2007: 9). There is a need to guard against black and white 
thinking and be mindful of context. 

3.2. Unconscious biases 

Yet controversial issues, including wicked problems, can be polarising, creating ‘echo chambers’ – “situations where like-minded 
people reinforce each other’s opinions, but do not get exposed to the views of the opposing side” (Garimella, De Francisci Morales, 
Gionis, & Mathioudakis, 2017: 81). These can foster mutually-reinforcing opinions (Gillani, Yuan, Saveski, Vosoughi, & Roy, 2018) 
that can tend towards more extreme points of view (Sunstein, 2002). The confirmation bias pointed to above can be considered “a single 
problematic aspect of human reasoning that deserves attention above all others” (Nickerson, 1998: 175). We are subject to multiple 
such (unconscious) biases that shape our opinions, judgements and communications (Carter, Kaufmann, & Michel, 2007; Das & Teng, 
1999). These biases also include cognitive fluency (something that is easier to understand is more believable) (Unkelbach, 2006) and 
sunk cost fallacy (aversion to loss can mean a temptation to persist with an unsuccessful approach in which we have already invested) 
(Friedman, Pommerenke, Lukose, Milam, & Huberman, 2007). 
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3.3. Constructive conflict 

Countering such biases, particularly in the context of social media, is challenging and calls for “tools and systems that present 
arguments from multiple viewpoints” (Vydiswaran, Zhai, Roth, & Pirolli, 2015: 1656). Diversity of input to dialogue is an important 
part of addressing wicked problems (Cuppen, 2012). Notwithstanding the persuasiveness of different individuals within a group, 
Sunstein suggests depolarisation may be achieved if a group is comprised of sub-groups holding opposing views and “if members have a 
degree of flexibility in their positions” (Sunstein, 2002: 180). He emphasises the importance of design in deliberations that helps ensure 
any movement of opinion within a group is because of learning as opposed to group dynamics. 

Constructive conflict through introducing explicit challenge, including debate within and between sub-groups through role-play, can 
help minimise group think and deepen understanding (Wright, Cairns, O’Brien, & Goodwin, 2019). Curşeu and Schruijer make the 
important distinction between task conflict and relationship conflict. They argue that while the risk of relationship conflict arising from 
participant diversity must be managed, “task conflict is a necessary condition for successful collaboration” (Curşeu & Schruijer, 2017: 
115) so as to avoid superficial discussion and false consensus (see also Cuppen, 2012). 

Appropriate task design is important to overcoming what Joldersma (1997) refers to as the ‘diversity paradox’ whereby diverse 
perspectives are needed but lack of shared perspective could hinder communication. Joldersma also points to the potential importance 
of self-nomination of participants and the need for ground rules for generating healthy task conflict. Cuppen (2012) suggests participant 
selection based upon perspective rather than actor categories. van de Kerkhof and Wieczorek (2005) advise on striking a balance in 
participant group composition between heterogeneity (diversity of views and enhanced opportunity for learning) and homogeneity (a 
degree of which is needed in order to find common ground). 

3.4. Scenario planning and participatory foresight 

Scenario planning is one of several methods employed in strategic foresight2 (and has been applied to autonomous vehicles (e.g. 
Milakis, Snelder, van Arem, van Wee, & Correia, 2017)). It can help: demonstrate how divergent, plausible futures can emerge; avoid ‘group 
think’ and foster ‘contrarian thinking’; and challenge conventional wisdom (Roxburgh, 2009). It helps address deep uncertainty about 
the future associated with wicked problems (Wright et al., 2019). 

Engagement of stakeholders in foresight processes is termed participatory foresight by Kunseler et al., with stakeholders considered 
to be “all social actors who are relevant to and knowledgeable on the topic at hand” (Kunseler, Tuinstra, Vasileiadou, & Petersen, 2015: 
2). Nikolova refers to participatory foresight as “wider inclusion of experts, citizens stakeholders or nongovernmental activists, in the 
process of anticipating and planning the future” (Nikolova, 2014: 3). Recognising the value-laden nature of exploring the future, 
participatory foresight is considered to be “essential in order to enrich the policy process with new perspectives, knowledge and values 
on future needs and present-day actions” (Kunseler et al., 2015: 2). In designing participatory foresight, attention should be given to 
being inclusive and authentic (Centre for Strategic Futures, 2018) and achieving salience, trustworthiness and credibility (Kunseler et al., 
2015). 

The Delphi methodology, as an established form of participatory foresight, is one means of securing involvement of multiple 
contributors of perspective and opinion on a topic. It was developed in the 1960s by the RAND Corporation (Helmer, 1967) and in the 
intervening years its widespread application has been varied in form and function. However, in essence it involves eliciting diverse 
expert opinion on a topic via questionnaire rounds between which a facilitator plays back insight from the previous round, often 
(though not always – see below) with a view to moving towards consensus on the topic or issues within it. The approach, with its 
process and anonymity between the expert participants, has the prospect of avoiding the normative social influence that can be seen 
amongst people in groups (Bolger & Wright, 2011). It has been applied previously to the topic of autonomous vehicles. For example, 
Merfield, Wilhelms, Henkel, and Kreutzer (2019)) undertook a four-stage Delphi study into shared autonomous vehicles with 40 in-
ternational experts. Overcoming geographic proximity is one of the other appeals of the method. Melander (2018) offers an excellent 
review of the method’s application to scenario development in transport studies. She notes: (i) that “as the Delphi method strives to 
reach consensus on a number of issues, it may lead to less innovative ideas than other methods” (Melander, 2018: 69); (ii) the 
importance of continued involvement of expert participants across all rounds; and (iii) that the method can be used in combination 
with other methods such as interviews, focus groups or workshops. While the Delphi method focuses on building consensus, the 
alternative policy Delphi method (also having anonymity between participants engaging over multiple rounds) focuses upon the 
opposite – aiming to generate opposing viewpoints amongst experts (with a more heterogenous panel composition than the con-
ventional Delphi method) in relation to public policy problems (de Loë, Melnychuk, Murray, & Plummer, 2016). 

4. Driverless Cars Emulsion – a methodology to help address transport’s wicked problems 

Points above in Section 3 (particularly those highlighted in italics) are now built upon in explaining the design and application of 
the Emulsion Methodology. Further details can be found in (Lyons, 2020). 

The Delphi methodology has its own considerable merit as a form of participatory foresight in terms of eliciting diverse opinion. 
However, as will be seen below, the Emulsion Methodology is intentionally based on synchronous dialogue (in one event) rather than 

2 For an interpretation of ‘strategic foresight’ see https://www.oecd.org/strategic-foresight/whatisforesight/ 
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being questionnaire based (over multiple rounds dependent upon continued involvement) and in turn does not provide anonymity 
between participants. It is intended to allow participants (who are not necessarily experts) to directly experience their influence on 
each other and share with each other how and why their views may have been influenced by the process of dialogue. It is also intended 
to provide benefit to participants in terms of evolving their understanding and perspective as much as providing benefit to the 
facilitator with regard to addressing the topic of concern. 

4.1. The genesis of the emulsion concept 

The proposition for the Emulsion Methodology, the Driverless Cars Emulsion in particular, was first set out in February 20193 and 
used as the basis for eliciting informal reactions, promoting the proposition and in turn taking it further. Three indicative constitu-
encies were posited relating to driverless cars:  

- evangelists (those who are persuaded that driverless cars will be a (great) benefit to (parts of) society and want to play a part in 
making them happen);  

- opponents (those who are appalled by the prospect of driverless cars and either doubt they will ever happen or anticipate (great) 
disbenefit to (parts of) society); and  

- agnostics (those who are ambivalent about the virtues of a possible driverless cars future). 

A fourth intersecting constituency was also referred to: pragmatists (those who devote their expertise to the R&D drive to make 
driverless cars happen because the work is interesting and it ‘pays the bills’). A pragmatist may belong to any one of the three con-
stituencies above. 

As mentioned already in the Introduction, the analogy of oil and water was used to depict the absence of much mixing (and 
meaningful exchange of views) between, in particular, evangelists and opponents. It is, however, possible to get oil and water to mix 
through the introduction of an emulsifier, such that they then form an emulsion. A methodology was therefore needed (the emulsifier) to 
bring the different constituencies together to engage in dialogue and shared learning (the emulsion). 

Six ground rules for such a methodology were suggested:  

- different perspectives are needed as a basis for dialogue (the oil and water);  
- participants need to be collaborative rather than competitive (critical thinkers open, rather than resistant, to others’ views – open to 

being emulsified rather than being immiscible);  
- self-awareness is important in the face of unconscious biases (in order to encourage productive dynamics in the mixing process);  
- there must be a common goal of learning more by coming together (emulsifying) than remaining in separate like-minded groups 

(being immiscible);  
- the planning, organisation and facilitation of dialogue (the emulsifier) needs continued attention to be paid to avoiding the risk of 

constituencies separating back out; and  
- to foster trust, impartiality is needed throughout from the process design and delivery. 

4.2. Putting principles into practice 

The author partnered with Landor LINKS (a UK-based specialist publishing and events agency in the transport sector)4 to mobilise 
and apply the Emulsion Methodology to driverless cars, with sponsorship from stakeholder organisations in the UK including several 
transport authorities5 . An ethics application was submitted to, and approved by, the appropriate Ethics Committee at UWE, Bristol. 
The initiative comprised six one-day (10am to 4pm) workshops in different cities across England and Scotland6 between July and 
November 2019. Its overarching aim was to address the following: “driverless cars are a great opportunity for society – discuss”. 

The workshops were free to attend and promoted widely, within the transport sector in particular. Participants were self-selecting 
and were asked, as part of requesting a place, to provide some details about themselves and their preferences regarding which 
workshop they were assigned to. Details included: their role; gender; age group (under 35, 35–50, over 50); perspective on driverless 
cars (evangelist, agnostic, opponent); and whether or not they were “involved in addressing the prospects of a driverless cars future in 
my paid work because it is interesting/relates to my expertise” (reflective of the notion of ‘pragmatist’ mentioned earlier). Individuals 
were also asked to provide open-ended responses regarding: their initial views concerning the overarching aim above; and their 
understanding of the emulsion approach and their reactions to it. This was to encourage but also test individuals’ orientation towards 
the initiative (particularly in relation to their preparedness to listen to contrary opinion from others). In a small number of cases, 
insufficiently full or satisfactory responses were given with requests for further detail sent back. In nearly all of these cases, individuals 
responded positively. 

3 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/driverless-cars-emulsion-you-ready-come-together-glenn-lyons/  
4 http://www.landor.co.uk/  
5 University of the West of England, Mott MacDonald, Chartered Institution of Highways & Transportation, Transport for Greater Manchester, 

Transport for West Midlands, Leeds City Council, Transport Scotland and the Urban Transport Group.  
6 London, Bristol, Manchester, Birmingham, Edinburgh and Leeds. 
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In total 109 participants were involved and a further 17 individuals across the different workshops provided facilitation, led by the 
author. All facilitators received briefing sessions. Audio recordings were made of each workshop to support subsequent analysis. 

4.3. Emulsion Methodology 

In strategic foresight, multiple activities, methods or tools are available which can be both tailored and used in different combi-
nations to meet the needs concerned (GOS, 2017). The methodology developed for the workshops is shown in overview in Fig. 1, 
depicting the seven exercises involved. To the author’s knowledge this is a novel methodology. 

Based upon profile information provided by participants in registering to take part in the initiative, individuals were pre-assigned to 
workshops and in turn to sub-groups for the workshop concerned so as to create as much diversity as possible within each sub-group. 
This was done according to initial perspectives (evangelist/agnostic/opponent7) while also accounting for gender and age. 

Introductions - Each participant was given the opportunity to introduce themselves to the group and to indicate why they had come; 
and was asked to provide one positive point and one negative point regarding a driverless cars future. An overview of the workshop 
process as well as of the ground rules was given by the author, as lead facilitator. 

Starting positions - Using a wall-chart, participants were asked to position a post-it note staking out their starting position in relation 
to the proposition “driverless cars are a great opportunity for society” (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) along with the 
reason for their position (see Fig. 2a). The resulting profile of positions and reasoning was briefly discussed as a group. 

These were important warm up activities to: (i) help participants acclimatise to the workshop and the open-mindedness asked for; 
(ii) start to establish rapport with each other; and (iii) offer an indication of their own (initial) perspective and compare this with the 
group. Before moving into the subsequent participatory foresight activities, a short explanatory video concerning wicked problems was 
played to the group. 

Plausible utopia/dystopia in 2050 - The main morning exercise (initiated with a brief stimulus presentation), in four diverse (see 
above) sub-groups, was for participants to generate a characterisation of what 2050 could plausibly look like (scenario) in terms of a 
mobility system with a significant presence of driverless cars. They were asked to consider this for the city in which the workshop was 
taking place. Two groups were assigned the task of creating ‘plausible utopia’ and the other two groups ‘plausible dystopia’. The 
exercise was intended to create task conflict – with some participants required to entertain a plausible future contrary to their starting 
position and to co-create a depiction of that future with others with alternative perspectives on driverless cars. The exercise was 
structured to encourage groups to distinguish between first and second order positive/negative effects (see Fig. 2b). The scenarios 
generated were then described to the whole group followed by discussion regarding content and plausibility. 

For the subsequent main exercise in the afternoon, participants were assigned to different sub-groups to ensure those who had 
considered dystopia in the morning would consider utopia in the afternoon, and vice-versa. Reassignment sought to preserve diversity 
(as explained earlier) while exposing participants to dialogue with different individuals in the overall group and to a different 
perspective on a driverless cars future, thereby maintaining the opportunity for task conflict. 

Three horizons - In the newly mixed sub-groups, this exercise involved applying a futures method called Three Horizons (Curry & 
Hodgson, 2008). This allows an examination of what is involved in moving from the present to, in the case of the Emulsion Meth-
odology, the future state of utopia or dystopia in 2050 identified in the previous exercise. The first horizon refers to the dominant world 
of today which, in the face of transition, would diminish in dominance going into the future. The third horizon reflects how a future 
world emerges, from glimpses of the future in the present to becoming dominant in 2050. The second horizon is “an intermediate space 
in which the first and third horizons collide…a space of transition which is typically unstable” (Curry & Hodgson, 2008: 3). The 
exercise involved sequentially addressing five questions (see Fig. 2c): (i) where are we now?; (ii) where could we get to (the utopia or 
dystopia created earlier)?; (iii) what’s already happening (glimpses of that future state in the present)?; (iv) what do we need to 
preserve (from the first horizon as part of realising the dominant third horizon in 2050)?; and, of particular importance in turn, (v) 
what obstacles, risks and opportunities do we see in the transition (in the medium term)? Each sub-group shared the results of going 
through the exercise with the main group, giving particular attention to the fifth question, with encouragement for participants to 
compare and contrast. 

Ten principles - Drawing upon all the work so far, participants were then asked “what principles do you believe need to be in place 
and upheld if driverless cars are to realise a great opportunity for society?” Each participant offered up two principles for pursuing 
utopia and avoiding dystopia and these were clustered to try and home in, through subsequent discussion, on up to ten principles as a 
product of the group’s shared learning (a product of engaging with, and taking a collaborative approach to addressing, the wicked 
problem). 

Ending positions - Returning to the wall-chart, participants were asked to stake out their ending position in relation to the propo-
sition “driverless cars are a great opportunity for society” along with the reason for their position (see Fig. 2a). The resulting profile of 
positions and reasoning when compared to that for the starting positions was discussed as a group in order to gain an appreciation of 
how positioning and/or reasoning had (or had not) changed as a result of participation (see Fig. 2d for an example of the participatory 
setting). 

Final reflections - Each participant was given a closing opportunity to offer their takeaway insight about driverless cars and a 
comment on whether or not an emulsion ‘formed’ in the workshop and whether it made a difference. 

7 Pragmatist while identified earlier as an intersecting constituency was not considered a perspective as such, for the purposes of assigning 
participants. 
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The full examination of the insights into the wicked problem of a driverless cars future (including the set of 2050 scenarios 
developed – 24 in total), as well as into the application of the methodology, can be found in the final report from the initiative (Lyons, 
2020). Such insights are summarised and developed further in the subsequent sections. 

5. Results and insights regarding the wicked problem of a driverless cars future 

5.1. Makeup of participants 

Noting variations across the workshops, the overall profile of participants can be summarised as follows. Based upon details 
provided when individuals applied for workshop places, a quarter of participants overall considered themselves evangelists compared 
to less than a fifth considering themselves opponents. Half of workshop participants started out as agnostics (with the position of the 
remainder undeclared). More than a quarter of participants overall were female. There was a good distribution across the age groups 

Fig. 1. Emulsion Methodology.  

Fig. 2. Key aspects of workshop design. 
a) Starting positions (top-dark) and ending positions (bottom-light) in relation to the focal proposition. b) Template for co-creating plausible utopias 
and dystopias for 2050. c) Three horizons ‘five questions’ approach to exploring transition. d) Example of workshop participants and work-
shop setting. 
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but with higher representation of those aged 35–50. 
Holding a variety of roles at different levels of seniority (from Chief Executive to student), most but not all participants indicated 

that they were, in effect, pragmatists - involved in addressing the prospects of a driverless cars future in their paid work. They were 
from both the public and private sectors including universities, start-ups and small and medium-sized enterprises, major consultancies, 
transport authorities and professional bodies. Some were in attendance out of personal curiosity or concern. Many expressed a wish to 
learn from others and enrich their understanding (reflective of open-mindedness and of the higher share of those positioned as 
agnostics). 

5.2. Characterising driverless cars futures 

The initiative generated 12 plausible utopias and 12 plausible dystopias for 2050 across its six workshops. 
Plausible utopias each had several of the following characteristics: improved road safety; improved efficiency of mobility; improved 

vehicle occupancies; electric mobility and cleaner air; reduced urban parking provision; reduced private vehicle ownership; pricing for 
demand management; fit-for-purpose vehicle designs; greater flexibility of time use; inclusive mobility; improved urban realm; 
driverless cars integrated into modal hierarchy; improved conditions for active travel; improved wellbeing; and strong public sector 
governance. 

Plausible dystopias each had several of the following (contrary) characteristics: streetspace (re)claimed for cars; private vehicle 
ownership prevails; inefficient vehicle utilisation; growth in car traffic; sprawl encouraged; increased energy demands; large corpo-
rations in control; vulnerability to failure or disruption; uneven geographic coverage; erosion of public transport services; less active 
travel friendly; increased social inequity; transport sector unemployment; increased social isolation; and adverse public health effects. 

In reflecting upon the scenarios created, the following observations came from participants: dystopic thinking comes easily 
(informed by knowledge of existing problems associated with the transport system); many of the utopian scenarios were predicated 
upon an implied if not stated assumption of strong public sector governance; and while the brief for participants encouraged a focus 
upon driverless cars, participants readily placed driverless cars in a wider context of mobility and society during their discussions. 

5.3. Surfacing significant issues to be addressed in the transition to a driverless cars future 

The Three Horizons exercises yielded a rich set of insights into obstacles and opportunities associated with transitioning to utopia 
or dystopia. Broadly speaking, obstacles to transitioning to dystopia correspond to opportunities to transition to utopia (and vice 
versa). In effect similar/corresponding key issues are arrived at in the exercises from different directions. Results from the structured 
dialogues are therefore synthesised in Table 2 from the perspective of a goal of moving towards utopia. As might be expected, 
comparison of obstacles and opportunities reveals that how key areas develop and are addressed in the more immediate future will 
have a decisive influence over the shape of a driverless cars future. 

Participants found it telling that many of the issues are not new for the transport system (they are perennial), suggesting 
considerable challenges ahead. A question left hanging (and one for readers to consider) is as follows: is there more chance of tran-
sitioning to dystopia than to utopia? It was recognised that as part of the transition towards utopia, an unplanned negative shock may 
prove to be an enabler - something that helps sharpen political and public minds and concern. Little did the participants know towards 
the end of 2019 that 2020 was set to deliver perhaps such a shock in the form of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Table 2 
Significant transitional issues affecting the prospects of realising a positive driverless cars future for society.  

Opportunities for progressing to a positive driverless cars future Obstacles to progressing to a positive driverless cars future 

Governance: a strengthening and joined up public sector, with improved agility 
through devolution, with vision and credible efforts to deliver it, allied to a 
strong regulatory and governance framework with public/private 
partnership and effective support by the professions 

Governance: lack of political will, government regulation and ability to 
influence with a lack of sufficient skills base to shape utopia and continued 
ambiguity between public/private sector roles such that the development 
agenda is market driven with vested interests of the private sector dominating 

Mobility: improved connectivity and integration with people still wanting to be 
able to ‘drive’ alongside growing support for, and use of, active travel modes 
with recognition of health benefits, and attractive/affordable/integrated 
public transport and transit-oriented development, supported by increased 
demand management and traffic management including road pricing 

Mobility: lack of demand management and encouragement of urban sprawl 
with continued lack of integrated land-use/transport planning and lack of 
support for active travel with a persistence of private (driverless) car ownership 

Technology: successful Future Mobility Zones initiativesa and widespread roll out 
of 5G with sharing of data/insights and effective cyber security coupled with 
growing expectations over privacy and public demand for open data 

Technology: fast technology development and growing influence of digital 
technology companies, with jurisdictional boundary effects and mixed fleet of 
cars in manual and autonomous modes, supposedly open data not being open 
and vulnerable road users held liable for incidents involving driverless cars 

Society and environment: effective decarbonisation agenda coupled with greater 
environmental awareness, changing young people’s attitudes, a better 
educated and informed public, rising anger at inequality, and public protest 

Society: business as usual and an inability to change social norms with 
increased public health problems and (driverless) car dependence  

Funding: insufficient funding of necessary infrastructure and lack of funding to 
make driverless cars inclusive (utopia unaffordable)  

a Initiatives funded by central government in the UK to “demonstrate a range of new mobility services, modes and models” (DfT, 2019: 56). 
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5.4. Ten principles for ensuring driverless cars are part of shaping a better future 

Each workshop yielded a collection of clustered principles proposed by participants. Later thematic analysis of such material from 
across all six workshops led to the production (including further feedback on drafting from participants invited after the workshops) of 
a final set of principles from the Driverless Cars Emulsion initiative. These are summarised in Table 3. Participants recognised that the 
principles they were shaping are not uniquely applicable to driverless cars. They are applicable to the future of mobility (bearing 
comparison with strategy documents such as (DfT, 2019) and (Transport Scotland, 2020)). 

5.5. Changing perspectives on driverless cars 

The Driverless Cars Emulsion set out to promote shared learning and to enrich but not necessarily to change individuals’ per-
spectives. Nevertheless, an indication of the extent to which shared learning had been achieved was whether or not and why in-
dividuals changed their position on the wicked problem as a consequence of participating in the constructive conflict associated with 
the participatory foresight activities. 

Of those participants who indicated both a start and end position in the workshops, about half had not changed their position (even 
if, in some cases, their understanding and reasoning had changed). Considerably more of these ‘no change’ participants were tending 
towards being positive about the opportunity represented by driverless cars compared to being more negative. Of those participants 
who had changed their position, over twice as many had become more negative than had become more positive about the proposition 
‘driverless cars are a great opportunity for society’. One participant who had become more negative explained: “I still think that 
driverless cars are an opportunity for society, but I am sceptical about whether our society is capable of taking opportunities”. Meanwhile a 
participant who had become more positive remarked “more positive because it seems that the ‘driverless emulsion’ is establishing wider 
principles for mobility in which driverless cars can play a significant positive role”. When asked whether or not ‘by 2050 driverless cars will 
have realised their great opportunity for society’, nearly three quarters of participants across the workshops thought not, compared to 
just over a quarter who thought so. 

Participants acknowledged that they had underestimated how many issues needed to be addressed in order to progress towards a 
(positive) driverless cars future. As one participant put it, “still really positive about the opportunity - however realisation that my hopes are 
dwindling”. The Driverless Cars Emulsion initiative had helped them realise the importance of moving beyond hype to a deeper grasp of 
the issues being faced. By the end of the initiative, participants better appreciated how driverless cars form part of a wider and more 
complex mobility picture – “my main takeaway is that driverless cars don’t really make sense unless they’re integrated into a wider transport 
system” said one. They constitute a wicked problem and cannot be considered in a vacuum – “articulating it as a wicked problem has put a 
label on it for me which is good” a participant remarked. 

The focus on driverless cars as a nascent technology also shone a light on the more fundamental question of what do we want from 
our mobility system and how can this be realised, whether or not driverless cars represent the solution on offer (indeed as one 
participant put it, “I came in with lots of the benefits; I think what I went away with was that lots of the things we’re trying to solve, we could 
actually solve without driverless cars”). Not all participants learnt much more about specific driverless car issues but they did benefit from 
more strongly considering the ends rather than (only) the means – a vision is needed, within which to situate driverless cars as a 
possible means to help realise that vision. 

Some doubt was expressed about whether public sector governance was capable of being strong enough to marshal the many key 
issues involved in a way that would truly contribute to stewardship over a better future. According to one participant, “I think my takeaway 
insight is really about how amazing humans are at inventing things, how we’re less good at recognising how once we’ve invented something it takes 
on a life of its own and we can’t fully control that as we are quite bad at making decisions about the future”. Views at both the start and end of 
workshops were mixed. However, across the initiative as a whole, participants became collectively more sceptical about the prospect of 
driverless cars contributing positively to the future of mobility and society. While the technological possibility to re-engineer mobility 
exists, driverless cars were seen to be as much a threat as an opportunity in terms of how this possibility might be put to use. 

Table 3 
Ten principles for ensuring driverless cars are part of shaping a better future.  

Governance A strong governance framework, set out in a national strategy, should reflect higher outcome goals whose delivery may be helped by driverless 
cars 

Regulation Regulation spanning the other principles should be sufficient to ensure those principles are being put into practice 
Safety As a cornerstone of driverless cars’ use, safety of every road user should demonstrably improve and this must be a shared goal of all those 

involved in their design, development and operation 
Modal 

hierarchy 
Driverless cars should positively contribute to a future where walking, cycling and public transport are priorities, especially in urban areas 

Equity Driverless cars should be designed, priced and introduced to support rather than detract from greater social inclusion 
Environment Driverless cars should, through design and operation, significantly contribute to improving air quality and reducing carbon emissions 
Efficiency Driverless cars should operate within the mobility system in a way that maximises use of in-vehicle space (high occupancy) and minimises road 

and street space taken by vehicles 
Pricing The provision and usage of driverless cars should fit within a system of variable pricing for mobility, enabling public sector influence over the 

market 
Data Data concerning driverless cars’ operations should be shared by all in the public interest 
Partnership Key public and private sector actors must foster a culture of collaboration  
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6. Merits, limitations and wider application of the Emulsion Methodology 

Insights specific to shared learning regarding a driverless cars future and those concerned with the Emulsion Methodology as a 
process are to some extent intertwined. However, experience from applying the methodology and feedback from participants, point to 
several transferable observations that can be made about this approach. These are now considered. 

6.1. Merits of the Emulsion Methodology 

Across all the workshops, the participants expressed positive views about the approach taken in the Driverless Cars Emulsion 
initiative. For example “having come into this being quite optimistic about driverless cars, I have a better appreciation of some of the negative 
effects that we need to work really hard to avoid; and I think that appreciation is a direct result of the emulsion process”; and “it’s been an 
extremely useful exercise to have different people from different backgrounds, different organisations, to not only discuss driverless cars but 
actually the wider state of transport governance in the country really and I think that’s been illuminating from my perspective”. A senior public 
sector attendee afterwards went as far as to say “I thought it was one of the best transport events I have ever attended” and an industry 
association head said “many thanks for making us think hard about how policy in this area is created: by whom, for whom, to whose benefit …. 
the workshop was excellent”. Participants explained how they valued the experience of moving out of an echo chamber environment to 
engage with a variety of viewpoints from people with a range of backgrounds. They also welcomed the chance to take a deep dive, in 
contrast to the experience at many other events. 

All of the workshops were remarkably civilized with little if any confrontation (to some people’s disappointment) which suggested 
that the most vociferous protagonists may have stayed away and that perhaps the mix of different people, backgrounds and per-
spectives could have been even richer (reaching further beyond professionals and also including (even) younger and older voices). 
However, in each workshop (at its start and end) a wide range of views about the wicked problem in question was apparent, suggesting 
significant diversity. Participants acknowledged that the emulsion format, by its methodological design, fostered non-confrontational, 
constructive exchanges: task conflict rather than relationship conflict. As one participant put it, “in terms of the emulsion format, I think 
it’s been really good, in that it has allowed people who potentially have quite differing viewpoints have a very constructive conversation, without 
arguing about anything”. 

The core concept of the workshop methodology was to ensure that each participant was encouraged to practice critical thinking – 
challenging unconscious bias through being prepared to, and having the opportunity to, listen carefully to contrary opinions from 
others, helped by engagement with both utopian and dystopian thinking tasks. This was very well received and deemed to have been 
an effective mechanism. The Three Horizons method as part of this was also welcomed and considered thought-provoking (“I really 
enjoyed the process of the three horizons technique, and using the five questions to get into the detail, looking at the utopia or dystopia”). Some 
participants were initially challenged in the case of future dystopian states by an exercise in which they were consciously considering 
how to transition to an unappealing future. However, this challenge turned to subsequent opportunity in the dialogue that took place 
and the insights that emerged: “I think the dystopia/utopia has been a very powerful mechanism for making us think outside our boxes”; and 
“I really enjoyed working from opposite ends”, by way of illustration. Consideration of both dystopian and utopian plausible futures 
helped: (i) demonstrate divergence between different possible futures; (ii) challenge individuals’ preconceptions about future change; 
(iii) reveal important factors that are determinants of the sort of future we head into; and (iv) promote learning amongst participants 
regarding how to better engage in determination of priorities and actions in the present (see Jespersen and Drewes (2005) for earlier 
insights into the efficacy of participatory foresight for exploring pathways from the present to different futures, wherein 
action-oriented knowledge production involving a diverse group of people is fostered in a facilitated environment with clear rules 
creating a process of learning among the actors). 

It was very broadly acknowledged that in each workshop, participants had come together from different perspectives in a 
constructive, open-minded manner where differences had been able to mix together. This is not the same as everyone agreeing, which 
was not the intention (and in this way contrasts with the pursuit of consensus with the Delphi methodology (though not the policy 
Delphi methodology)). It was suggested that the workshop format encouraged people to really listen to each other rather than only 
wait their turn to speak and in this respect was a success. This was helped by the workshop approach requiring people to role play in 
dystopia and utopia. 

6.2. Limitations of the methodology 

Three aspects of the Emulsion Methodology are challenging: diversity; reach; and influence. In its application to driverless cars, a 
diversity of perspectives across participants was apparent. Nevertheless, while perspective diversity is most important to shared 
learning, diversity of actor categories also matters and is likely to bring further diversity and insight into the mix (and subsequent 
influence – see further below). For the Driverless Cars Emulsion, in spite of efforts to reach out, no participation was forthcoming from 
vehicle manufacturers investing in driverless technology. Neither were elected officials involved. 

Workshops’ capacity, geographic locations and time commitment for those involved (a six-hour workshop in addition to travel 
time) are all likely to have contributed to constraining further reach. Given the self-selection of participants, in the knowledge of the 
nature of the initiative as promoted, it is reasonable to assume that those attending were predisposed to the open-minded approach and 
shared learning on offer. This is unlikely to be the case for some (many) others who can therefore be considered harder to reach. While 
reach may not correlate with influence, the ultimate value of applying the Emulsion Methodology comes from those who participate 
taking their shared learning and projecting it into wider discourses of policy and practice and, ultimately, the decision making that 
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guides and determines investment and development. 

6.3. Wider application of the methodology 

Foresight practitioners apply a rich and varied repertoire of approaches to engaging with, and helping others to engage with, the 
future. Insights from application of the Emulsion Methodology would suggest that it merits further application as part of this reper-
toire. One suggestion was indeed made, prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, for its application to addressing Mobility as a 
Service (another seemingly wicked problem of future mobility). Application need not be confined to the transport sector. Recognising 
some of the limitations above, future application might involve taking advantage of the new digital environments for workshop ac-
tivity and dialogue that so many knowledge workers have become better acquainted with as a result of changes to working practices 
arising from COVID-19. This could allow new participant mixes, unconstrained by location (also a benefit of the Delphi Methodology). 
It could offer stronger prospect for accommodation within people’s schedules, including the possibility of dividing the workshop 
format into more than one session. 

The Emulsion Methodology alongside other participatory foresight techniques stands in stark contrast to traditional conference 
formats (and indeed many workshop formats). There are norms to be overcome and commercial business models to be confronted 
relating to how and why people come together. Given the wicked nature of many problems in transport, it would be advisable to 
promote greater opportunity and willingness to engage in structured, in-depth knowledge exchange and shared learning of the sort 
offered by the Emulsion Methodology. This would seem to offer value to individuals and their employers in terms of continuing 
professional development. 

7. Conclusions 

This paper has introduced what is believed to be a novel form of participatory foresight called the Emulsion Methodology. Its 
creation has been motivated by the seemingly divisive nature of driverless cars – a phenomenon on a path from technological invention 
(‘is it technically possible for a car to safely move from origin to destination without the aide of a human in control?’) to technological 
innovation (‘how could or should such an invention permeate and influence society and its transport system?’). 

Different views are held as to whether and why driverless cars may or may not bring about positive influence on transport and 
society. Ensuring driverless cars positively influence future transport and society has been defined in the paper as a wicked problem – 
one “marked by value divergence, knowledge gaps and uncertainties, and complex relationships to other problems” (Head, 2010: 21). 
The paper has highlighted a growing realisation in the literature of the challenges associated with driverless cars innovation and the 
risk of short-sightedness that could arise from technological determinism (Mladenović et al., 2020). Elaboration of the credentials of 
driverless cars as a wicked problem is intended to draw attention to the importance of, and potential value in, bringing different 
perspectives on the problem together in collaboration to help address it. 

The paper has pointed to a concern regarding the apparent lack of exchange of thinking and insight within the transport sector 
between those with different perspectives on the problem, with recognition of greater attention given to technological considerations 
than to social implications (Cohen & Stilgoe et al., 2020). In an attempt to help remedy a perceived absence of multi-perspective 
collaboration, the Emulsion Methodology has been designed to: (i) bring people together who hold a range of perspectives in order 
to foster critical thinking; (ii) confront unconscious bias through facilitating multi-perspective dialogue; and (iii) constructively engage 
participants in task conflict in order to promote shared learning. 

Application of the Methodology with involvement of over 100 people, most of whom have an active interest within the transport 
sector in driverless cars, has been able to demonstrate its ability to: (i) expose and explore value divergence across different actors 
concerning the motivations for, and anticipated consequences of, a driverless cars future; (ii) highlight knowledge gaps and un-
certainties through exploring together plausible utopian and dystopian futures; and (iii) use backcasting from such futures via the 
Three Horizons method, and in turn identification of principles to guide forward developments, to better appreciate the complex 
relations the problem of driverless cars has to other problems. In short, the Emulsion Methodology has exposed participants to the 
wicked nature of seeking to ensure that driverless cars positively influence future transport and society. 

Doing so in a collaborative way through participatory foresight has brought together (emulsified) different constituencies (oil and 
water) to create an environment of shared learning (emulsion). The collective effort of those involved has been able to produce insights 
into the topic of driverless cars including ten principles for ensuring driverless cars are part of shaping a better future. Those taking part 
have recognised benefits to themselves individually from their participation in terms of deepening their understanding about the socio- 
technical nature of the topic and shaping a more constructively critical view about it. 

A challenging time lies ahead for the transport sector and society more widely. It has been suggested that mobility is in transition 
(Geels et al., 2012). In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic remains the pressing need to address rapid decarbonisation of economies 
that will involve multiple transitions in the transport sector across modes, use cases and infrastructure provision. Technology-based 
innovation is widespread and ever changing with niche developments, some of which flourish to have widespread effect and 
disrupt ‘business as usual’ and further compound the sense of deep uncertainty about the future. 

Faced with this, it may be tempting to seek refuge in echo chambers and to nurture, rather than counter, confirmation bias. This is 
perilous. If we are to demonstrate strong stewardship over the future then the distinction between tame and wicked problems and how 
we handle them must be more widely recognised and acted upon. There are techniques available to do so such as the Emulsion 
Methodology and, in this author’s view, we would be wise to make more use of them to enrich a shared understanding that can inform 
how to address such wicked problems. 
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